The bovine leukemia virus (BLV) is the etiological agent of enzootic bovine leucosis (EBL) which is the most common neoplastic disease of cattle. Recent studies show bovine leukocyte antigen (BoLA)-DRB3 gene plays a direct role in controlling the number of proviral load in cattle and the homozygote BoLA-DRB3*1601 is associated with high proviral load. The other hand, the CD8+ cytotoxic T cell (CTL) response is an important defense against viral invasion. To find the candidate of vaccine for BLV infection we performed CD8+ T cell epitopes mapping in BLVinfected cattle with different BoLA-DRB3 alleles. In this study, 20 amino acids in length of 115 synthetic peptides were made from the sequence of Gag, Env and Tax protein of BLV, overlapping by 10 amino acids. Then total 11 CD8+ T cell epitopes were found out in BLV-infected four Japanese Black cattle with different BoLA-DRB3 alleles that are both of DRB3 *1601/1601, and DRB3 *1501/2703 and DRB3 *1501/0503 allele by WST assay. Different CD8+ T cell epitopes were recognized by cattle with different BoLA-DRB3 alleles and then dose-dependent cytotoxicity activity were measured by non-radioactive cytotoxicity assay. All of four cattle responded to gp51N11, but it has higher variability values by Wu-Kabat variability index analysis. By contrast, CD8+ T cell epitopes were determined from all of four cattle on gp30 region and they have high conservatives. gp30N16 among 4 epitopes was detected in each low proviral load cattle from susceptibility and neutrality groups. Those results were suggested that gp30 region maybe the best candidate for vaccine that can induce cell-mediated immunity against this disease.
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